PRIMARY YEAR END NEWSLETTER - 2017
We have reached the end of another successful academic year, where
teaching and learning has been brought forth, where a lot of thought has
been put into the planning and implementation, with the collaboration of
management, staff and students.

LITERACY
JUNIOR PRIMARY
The junior groups have developed an interest and look forward to writing stories and some have even been
inspired to create ‘chapter’ stories, which is commendable. In addition they have been describing or
creating stories on given pictures.
To further build their reading and comprehension skills, they have been reading different books online
(Razkids online program) as well as from reading a-z collection of books. They thoroughly enjoyed
participating in general discussions, reading a-z books related work such as worksheets, vocabulary and
spelling activities.

SENIOR PRIMARY
From short stories and simple poems to descriptive writing on chosen topics, the seniors have been
learning to attempt different genres of writing. Furthermore they were introduced to persuasive genre of
writing this term and were exposed to sample persuasive texts, which is a powerful way to model good
writing skills before engaging in their own writing.
They began with a brief letter to their parents, convincing them about their request and also wrote a
persuasive essay on the cow, ‘Save the cow’, which according to the children is being treated unjustly.
Writing - Personal Narrative
Resources - writing a-z plan and connected worksheets. The seniors were asked to share their experiences
about a topic and they chose to speak and write about their friends. Discussed about the words ‘personal
narrative’ – which means - when they share something that happens to them
We read personal narratives before beginning the lesson (books from reading a-z and samples from writing
a-z)
Discussed the content of the sample writings, how the beginning tells about ‘whom’ and ‘what’ the story is
about. Which words tell who the story is about? Highlighted the use of words I, me, my etc when writing
something to do about themselves, their personal experiences.
Discussed - the ‘beginning’ (introduction), ‘middle’ (body) and ‘ending’ (conclusion).

Introduced the personal narrative graphic organizer, discussed / brainstormed the events and supporting
details that need to be mentioned, how we need to organize our ideas into different paragraphs, what are
paragraphs and why ideas are separated into paragraphs, each paragraph begins with a topic sentence etc.
Prewriting stage: Children chose topics they wished to write about. A few wrote about ‘Friends’ and
‘Vacation’ and a few chose ‘Christmas gift’ and ‘fun weekend with family’.
Discussed about punctuation – begin the sentence with capitals and end with full stop, and
how they can check / edit their work. On the last day they read each other’s writings and
gave their opinion about other’s writing.

NUMERACY
The primary children had been busy preparing displays for the math week along with learning new
strategies for math.
The 5-7 year olds explored different ways to make a five, for e.g., 2+3=5, 3+2=5, 2+1+1=5 and how to break
the number five into smaller numbers. The exercise brought in additive thinking for the younger ones.
The 7-9 year olds found out various ways of partitioning the numbers from 1-10, for e.g., 4+4= 8 and
2+2+1+3= 8. They also did some fun activities on ways to make 10. The children used the Hundred Chart

for skip counting, odd and even numbers and addition. They also learnt the strategy of grouping objects,
which leads to multiplicative thinking.
The 9-11 year olds learnt square numbers and factors and multiples through hands on activities. They
started finding the factors of smaller numbers and gradually went on to factors of larger numbers.
The senior primary learnt to make 2-D shapes through paper folding as a precursor to learning geometry.

INQUIRY
The primary children created their own garden as part of the inquiry curriculum. Throughout the last
three terms they have been learning about soil and its importance, the living organisms living in the
soil and the filtration properties of the soil.
During the final term, the senior primary children used their own ideas to create a garden on graph
papers while the juniors made their garden on square sheets.
The juniors gave the measurements of their garden. The senior primary gave the length and breadth
of their garden and found the area and the perimeter. They integrated inquiry with math and used
multiplicative thinking to find the area and the perimeter.

DISCOVERY
In continuation to the topic, flora and fauna in the discovery class children went on to learn and
understand the various landforms.
The junior primary children were shown three videos, one on landforms like the plain, island, plateau,
strait, mountain, hills, valley, desert and peninsula and the second video was on glaciers and icebergs, and
third on volcanoes. The children were very fascinated with the latter two. They drew pictures and did mini
projects to have a better understanding of it. Some of the children read books on similar topics. The
children were given slices of bread and they had to carve out the various landforms they learnt about using
a butter knife and fingers. Most of them realized that most of the landforms aren’t smooth but have rough
edges. They enjoyed the activity, some of them made a city with the left over slices of bread. The junior
made a life size volcano with paper and labelled it to have a better understanding of what the terms like
magma, lava, mantle, ash cloud means.
The senior primary child were shown four videos, one on landforms like the plain, plateau, island,
mountain, hills, valley, desert, and peninsula; second on glaciers; third on iceberg and fourth was
volcanoes. They also read about earthquakes and seismologists. The students were familiarised to terms
like: device, seismologist, measurement, equipment, dormant, active, types of icebergs, magma, lava…
They created a model of a volcano.

PERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS
The primary children were happy and excited to learn about frosting cakes in their personal effectiveness
(formerly known as Life education) programme. They discussed the differences and similarities between
cream, icing and buttercream frosting and also the difference between melted butter and softened butter.
The children explored the parts of the hand mixer used for making the frosting and discussed how it is
different from a hand blender. They patiently beat the softened butter taking turns to do it and then
carefully added the powdered sugar to the butter turn by turn. The seniors explored the changes in the
texture and the colour of the butter as it got mixed with the sugar. The senior primary then added food
colour to give the frosting a beautiful pinkish red colour. They learnt the tactics of filling up the icing bag by
putting it in a glass and slowly filling two-third of the bag with the icing and removing any air bubbles from
inside the icing. All the children showed amazing creativity and patience in decorating the cupcakes with
the frosting. “Yummy!”, “Awesome!” and “Can we lick the frosting?” was all we could hear in the dining
hall!!!
In conclusion, we at Buddhi would like to wish you Merry Christmas and
happy holidays. Hope to see your children back with the same enthusiasm
and curiosity to learn more. Teachers are brewing up some fun activities
and well thought through lesson plans that will keep your child engaged
and zest for learning heightened in 2018.

